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Jazz-minh Moore, Michelle: Cal Me, acrylic and resin on birch panel, 12" x 24", 2008, courtesy of the artist.

JAZZ-MINH MOORE: IS THAT ALL THERE IS

In art, as per semiotics, there is the raw and the cooked. So much of the figurative painting of the past decade has

been derivative, appropriative, or else merely snidely referential that it’s easy to forget the impact of a truly novel

artist — a rude, unfiltered talent that snubs the perpetually reheated.

There’s certainly no need for any nifty vis-à-vis with Jazz-minh Moore, whose volcanic second solo show “Is That

All There Is” (on view through January 28, 2012) at Lyons Wier Gallery in Chelsea hits the viewer like a welcome

clap of thunder. Take Bite My Lip, for a partial self-portrait centered on the words “bite me,” which are dully

tattooed on her inner lip. A festooning belch in the face of the art establishment? A rough-and-ready invitational?

Whatever the case, this is closer to rumble in the jungle than relational aesthetics, and the full-frontal assault is a

nice kick to the viscera.

“My paintings are a reflection of the messy tragedies of my inner world,” Moore points out, her grin less roguish

than bashful. “I am inhabited by intense dreams.”

Her work has soul, to say the least, but its emotional reach is tentacular. Her signature technique lies in the

combination of formal landscape elements with human subjects, and in her manner of conceptualizing this unity.

“Artmaking can be a very egocentric practice,” Moore said after her last solo show, “Slipping Sideways,” in 2010.

“I’m careful to give the organic geometry of nature a voice within my work.”

In The Tower, the battered structure of a dilapidated shack in the woods of western Oregon is the backdrop for a

portrait of the artist’s sister, peering out through splintered rafters. As with Come on In, where the model seems

lost in anguished contemplation, the architectural details, painted but also carved directly into the birch panel
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boards, powerfully reflect their human agonists. Moore is known for painting striking women, but they are without

exception stripped down to their barest, most unadorned essence. The overall effect is of a deep-rooted alienation

— an almost unbearably painful dislocation. Moore’s work is more closely connected to Cindy Sherman’s than to,

say, Lisa Yuskavage’s fetishized femme-objects. Even if her subjects tend to be, like Moore herself, beautiful and

tortured artists questing for some kind of seemingly elusive enchantment, Moore is, like Sherman, relentlessly

peeling away at the surface. “Is That All There Is” has a perfect literary counterpart in Kundera’s existential classic

Life Is Elsewhere. It is a desperately lonely search through emotional entanglements and competing utopias, which

in the end only poses more ontological questions.

Moore has represented a phalanx of sexually ravenous pagan deities inhabiting broken girders in My Pantheon,

and exhibits gritty urban porn beneath a splintered plank in Cyclops. But the paroxysm of all-consuming sexuality

may be just another unreachable promised land in Moore’s pantheist cornucopia.

“I feel like a subversive in the face of this secular, Western culture and its pre-packaged celebrity gods and the

pitiful ethos of the work-to-consume mentality that governs all spheres of existence. I find myself relating to the

myths and fables of ancient pagan, polytheistic cultures more closely than to my own.”

“Apocalyptic” is the term Moore uses to describe her latest series, and her art has indeed evolved into a darker

realm, one that was already suggested in some of her earlier pieces, such as her raging self-portrait Going Going
Gone and the “Nadia” portrait series: triptychs in which backgrounds representing urban, arctic, or swampland

environments were displaced into abstracted side panels — prefiguring the overarching importance of both

artificial and biological environments in her work. People, for Moore, exist on the same plane as nature or the

ensconcing cityscape; they evolve within it and thus cannot be truly separated from their worlds. The collapsed

cabin represented in these works is her primary focus: it is the biotope that her younger sibling and understudy

inhabits, the refugia necessary for this eruptive display of creativity.

Moore’s syncretism has evolved, and her work has grown significantly in the last two years, and not just in size —

it has becoming more uncompromising and more formally rigorous, to the point where, in the absence of a human

subject, the landscape in Cyclops comes alive, glowering with its own baleful doomsday aura. The ruins she

depicts in this somber series are indeed an allegory for the human condition; an actual bird skull has been

secreted in the gouged-out frame of Rocket, which depicts the artist’s sister straddling a rectangular lumber

launchpad. A grove of ghostly gray willows in the background monitors the scene laconically. We may be all trying

to reach the stars on broken beams of timber, as Moore suggest, but what a heady, exquisite pile of wreckage it is!
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